Abstract. Under some special conditions, the quality of the inquired image is low, and the image has blurred characteristic, in order to improve the quality of the blurred image, this paper proposes a blurred image enhancement algorithm based on improved multi-scale Retinex. The shortcomings of the traditional methods are analyzed, by the idea of constraining weighted average to optimize traditional algorithm, and enhance detail information of blurred image, and multiple blurred image are utilized on the algorithm performance simulation test. The simulation results show that the blurred image enhancement algorithm of improved multi-scale Retinex, solves the problem of the traditional Retinex algorithm, speed up the running speed of the blurred image enhancement, makes the blurred image clearer, and obtain better visual effect.
Introduction
In the blurred conditions for image shooting, due to the impact of atmospheric scattering effects, the color and contrast of captured image degenerate, image quality is lower, adversely affect is produced to the outdoor video surveillance system, so the blurred image have to be processed, so as to improve the quality of the image, which has very important significance [1] .
The main purpose of blurred image enhancement is to improve the image contrast and saturation, and keep chroma unchanged. The blurred image enhancement algorithm is divided into physical methods and image processing method currently [2] . The physical method requires the prior knowledge of sunny image at same scene, and some physical device, which is not convenient in practical applications [3] . Therefore, independence on the physical device, has become the main research direction of blurred image enhancement, the common methods include: histogram equalization, wavelet transform, homomorphic filtering and Retinex algorithm [4] [5] [6] [7] . The histogram equalization method by increasing the detail contrast of the image, to improve the quality of the image, but the original image color is distorted; homomorphic filtering method can have better processing for the image of not uniform illumination, but has poor effect on blurred image [8] . The Retinex theory of color constancy proposed by Edwin Land, can enhance the contrast of the image, and provide a new enhancement method to solve the blurred image quality problems [9] . However, a large number of studies show that, the image output by Retinex theory have some defects, like halo and over enhancement, the complexity of the algorithm is high, and can lead to RGB color offset to gray [10] . Then, some scholars have put forward a series of Retinex image improved enhancement algorithm, to some extent improve the blurred image quality, the enhancement effect is superior to the traditional Retinex algorithm, but the algorithm complexity is much higher [11] . Zhao Quanyou etc. obtained better multi-scale enhancement effect with the nonlinear Sigmoid, but it can only enhance dark region, and also not suitable for blurred image enhancement [12] .
The traditional Retinex image enhancement algorithm and defects
In the traditional method, dark channel enhancement method is utilized for a scene image shoot under the fog environment, but the enhancement effect is not good. Therefore, this paper proposes International Conference on Automation, Mechanical Control and Computational Engineering (AMCCE 2015) blurred video image enhancement algorithm of improved multi-scale weighted average Retinex algorithm. The multi-scale weighted average Retinex algorithm is to determine a preferred enhanced block from many blocks need to be enhanced with regarding the edge pixels as the center, the image texture structure information in unit time is ( ) , ;
G x y t , intuitionistic blurred sets of image texture subspace are defined as conduction function:
Adopting multi-scale weighted average Retinex algorithm to process adaptive enhancement for gray pixels value of image, as:
The multi-scale weighted average Retinex characteristics is extracted as a weighted vector to guide atomizing image realize defog treatment with box filter, the control output of image after denoising is obtained as: ( 1) d i P t + respectively represent feature enhanced strength of the image of multi grid, the constrained optimization algorithm of multi-scale weighted average Retinex characteristics evolution is defined as:
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wherein: x ∈ Ω ; S -decision vector of constrained optimization evolutionary algorithm; Ω -feasible region of constrained optimization evolutionary algorithm. And through constrained evolutionary algorithms to optimize the results of defog continually, box filter designs as:
The enhancement is processed for standard characteristics of blurred video image, like brightness, contrast and structure similarity, based on the results of image defogging, constantly optimize the image, optimization coefficient is defined as:
Finally, enhancement results of brightness, contrast and image structure similarity of the image are as : 
Among them, k ∑ is the variance of color matrix in window w , ε is the correction parameter, i I is the pixel value of input image I , i p is the pixel value of filtered input image, through the processing, the algorithm is optimized, and the imaging quality and the ability to identify of blurred image are improved.
Improved MSR algorithm
Image weighted average transformation not only greatly compress the dynamic range of image pixel fluctuation, but also effectively extend the dark pixels in the compressed image, moreover, the logarithmic form is closer to the light perception of human visual system. The basic forms of expression is [ ] The weighted average can select the optimal pixel in the image, so as to enhance the image contrast. When γ=1, the weighted average is transformed into linear transformation; when the 0<γ<1, weighted average can extend the gray value in low pixel value zone of original image, and compress gray value of high pixel value zone; when γ>1, weighted average can enhance the bright area information in the original image.
The weighted average can enhance the dark region information of image, and effectively compress the dynamic range of the image, but can sometimes lead to over enhancement for the original image light region, high light area appears. In order to suppress the occurrence of high light area of image, the non-linear transformation is applied. That is, 
In the formula, a is the adjustment coefficient, v(x,y) is the gray value of the image, v represents the average gray value of the original image.
After the image dynamic range is compressed, sometimes the image is blurred, due to deficiencies of Gauss filtering algorithm, then, unsharp mask filtering algorithm can be adopted to eliminate the image blur, enhance image details. The Gauss ambiguity of the image can be expressed as: ( , ) ( , )* ( , ) U x y I x y G x y = (12) In the formula, G (x, y) is a two-dimensional Gauss's function. After the blurred image is obtained, unsharp mask filtering is expressed as:
Simulation experiments
Simulation environment. In order to verify the identification performance of blurred image enhancement algorithm based on the improved scale Retinex, in the platform of Pentium 2.8 GHz CPU, 3GB memory, the operating system Windows XP, using matlab2009 to program, and comparing the SSR algorithm and MSR algorithm. The performance measurement method of the combination of the subjective evaluation and objective evaluation is adopted, the blurred image need to be enhanced as shown in figure 3 . Objective evaluation criteria utilizes measurement parameters based on statistical characteristics of the image proposed by Jobson et, L, C, H respectively represent changes in brightness, contrast and tone, defined as follows: In the formula, ( , ) in g x y is the image before processing, ( , ) out g x y is the image after processing, ( , ) (1) compared to the original blurred image, SSR algorithm can effectively remove the dark zone in image, but the excessive enhancement phenomenon exists.
(2) the MSR algorithm solves the defects of SSR algorithm caused by over enhancement, and enriches the details, there are still gray phenomenon and local dark situation.
(3) compared to other algorithms, blurred image enhancement algorithm based on improved scale Retinex can effectively eliminate image blur, the image is more clear, the image brightness and contrast are improved also, the image more consistent with human visual effect is obtained. Table 1, after analyzing table 1 , it can be known that:
(1) the overall gray of SSR and MSR algorithm is relatively poor, the maintenance performance of tone is very poor, the contrast is also low.
(2) the dynamic range of blurred image enhancement algorithm based on improved scale Retinex is wide, image brightness is moderate, better tone fidelity can be obtained, comprehensive performance is better than the comparison algorithm. 
Conclusions
Aiming at the shortcomings of the traditional Retinex algorithm, a blurred image enhancement algorithm based on improved multi-scale Retinex is proposed. The power transformation is introduced to realize the dynamic range compression of the image, then a nonlinear transform is adopted to suppress the high light area of the image, and finally the unsharp mask filter is used to replace Gauss filter function to do convolution with the original image. Simulation results show that, the improved algorithm is a good solution to the problems of the traditional Retinex algorithm, image contrast is improved, and image details is enhanced, and obtain better reinforced effect, fast operation, very suitable for real-time image processing and analysis system.
